
Some Books and Illuminated Manuscript Material To Be 
Exhibited at the 2015 Seattle Antiquarian Book Fair

In addition to the special items listed here, we will have a number of 
other agreeable books in the booth. All items described are octavo in 
size (between 6 and 10” high) unless measurements are given.

Please visit us in
Booth C/301

Seattle Center Exhibition
Hall (on Mercer Street, next

to McCaw Hall and the
Seattle Repertory Theatre)

Fair Hours:
Saturday

October 10, 2015: 10am - 6pm

Sunday
October 11, 2015: 11am - 4pm

1. A WIDE RANGE OF MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE VELLUM 
MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL, including  an exquisite 15th century 
Books of Hours from a known workshop, and a great many single 
leaves from the 11th to the 16th centuries.  Prices start at $100 for 
individual leaves, and $150,000 for the  Book of Hours.
 
The complete manuscript featuring 14 large and 23 small miniatures 
that can be atttributed to the Parisian master Jean Coene IV and in a 
contemporary binding; the single leaves featuring glittering illuminated 
and historiated initials as well as miniatures of high quality, including a 
variety of handsome Book of Hours leaves, vast choirbook leaves (some 
with memorably brilliant illumination), rare text leaves from the 11th-13th 
centuries, leaves from the works of various ancient and Medieval medical 
authors, and a recently-acquired group of small Book of Hours leaves 
unusual for having considerable amounts of gold (as part of "trompe l'oeil" 
panel borders) and at the same time extremely modest prices.    

2. SINGLE PRINTED LEAVES FROM INCUNABULA AND FINE 
PRIVATE PRESS BOOKS, including leaves from the 1450s and 1460s, 
a Caxton leaf, Jenson Bible leaves with illumination, and later vellum 
leaves from the Doves Press English Bible, the Golden Cockerel 
Press "Canterbury Tales," and the Kelmscott Chaucer, as well as an 
assortment of paper leaves (with varying degrees of decoration) from 
an incomplete workshop copy of the latter.  Prices vary; see below.
 
Specimens from incunabula starting at $1,500. Doves Press leaves $2,000 
each; Kelmscott leaves $150 - 250 for leaves without initials, $225 with 
small initials, $250 - 950 with large initials, $1,250 - 1,500 with a border, 
$2,500 - 3,750 with one or two woodcuts and borders, and $6,000 - 7,000 
for bifolia with borders and woodcuts; vellum Kelmscott leaves $7,500 with 
border and $19,500 with border and woodcut; Golden Cockerel leaves 
$1,250 each.    

3. (ALDINE PRESS).  LIBURNIO, NICCOLÓ. LE OCCORRENZE 
HVMANE. (Venice, 1546) 5 3/4 x 3 3/4".  FIRST EDITION. Appealing 
old vellum over stiff boards, upper cover inscribed with a small "R" 
in ink.   $2,500
 
An interesting series of conversations regarding beautiful women, their 
rarity, virtues, and so on, with considerable commentary on other topics 
that come up in connection with the main subject.    (ST11761)

4. (AMERICAN IMPRINTS, 17TH CENTURY - ACTS AND LAWS). 
ACTS AND LAWS, PASSED BY THE GREAT AND GENERAL 

COURT OR ASSEMBLY OF THEIR MAJESTIES PROVINCE OF THE 
MASSACHUSETTS-BAY, IN NEW-ENGLAND. (Boston, 1693) 11 1/2 
x 6 3/4".  FIRST EDITION. New sympathetic sprinkled calf.   $3,500
 
Passed during a session that extended until 2 March 1693, an important act 
"For the Proportioning and Setling [sic] of the Tax or Assessment of Thirty 
Thousand Pounds Granted unto Their Majesties," a very considerable sum, 
even when levied on the whole colony of Massachusetts Bay.    (ST12843d)

5. (ANGLING).  MASCALL, LEONARD. A BOOKE OF FISHING 
WITH HOOKE AND LINE . . . REPRINTED FROM THE EDITION OF 
1590. (London, 1884) ONE OF 200 COPIES. Original brown quarter 
morocco over cloth boards. With 12 illustrations, from woodcuts, in 
the text.  $750
 
An attractive reprint, done on high quality paper, of a now very rare 
compilation published in 1590 by Leonard Mascall, the text based upon two 
earlier works: the "Treatyse of Fishynge wyth an Angle," by the devoted 
sportswoman Juliana Berners, and "L'Agriculture et Maison Rustique" of 
Charles Estienne, the noted French publisher and author of books on natural 
history.    (ST8549)

6. (ARION PRESS). BIBLE IN ENGLISH.  THE HOLY BIBLE.  
NEW REVISED STANDARD VERSION CONTAINING THE 
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS WITH THE APOCRYPHAL OR 
DEUTEROCANONICAL BOOKS. (San Francisco, 2000) 18 1/2 x 14". 
Two volumes. From the 400 copies for sale, ONE OF 150 SPECIAL 
COPIES WITH HAND-COLORED AND ILLUMINATED ABSTRACT 
DECORATION OF THE INITIAL LETTERS. Original bindings of 
violet crushed morocco boards, black morocco spine, and a thin strip 
of red morocco between. In a sturdy black buckram box.   $8,000
 
The special illuminated version of the vast Arion Bible, one of the 
outstanding fine press books of recent times.    (CTS0912)

7. (ASHENDENE PRESS).  SPENSER, EDMUND. SPENSER'S 
MINOR POEMS, CONTAINING THE SHEPHEARDES 
CALENDER, COMPLAINTS, DAPHNAIDA, COLIN CLOVTS 
COME HOME AGAIN, AMORETTI, HYMNES, EPITHALAMION, 
PROTHALAMION, SONNETS, AND SVNDRIE OTHER VERSES. 
(Chelsea, 1925) 17 1/4 x 12".  ONE OF 200 COPIES on paper. Original 
calf-backed thick vellum boards. Printed in black, red, and blue, with 
numerous large and small roman style initials.  $3,500

One of the most creative Ashendene products typographically--presenting 
printer Hornby with "a more than usually difficult and interesting 
typographical problem"--with varying page layouts and ink colors suggesting 
the varying contents of these very different poems.  (ST12683-054)



8. (ASHENDENE PRESS).  THUCYDIDES. HISTORY OF THE 
PELOPENNESIAN WAR. (Chelsea, 1930) 16 x 11".  ONE OF 260 
COPIES on paper. Original white pigskin by W. H. Smith & Son. 
Housed in a suede-lined maroon morocco-backed folding cloth 
box. First initial of each chapter and opening line of each book 
designed by Graily Hewitt.  $3,500
 
A grand edition of the definitive classical account of the war between 
Athens and Sparta, praised by Sidney Cockerell as "one of the greatest of 
the many accomplishments of [the] Press--a very fine page, the measure 
not too wide for so large a type and the side notes most beautiful and 
effective."    (ST12683-233)

9. BATTY, CAPTAIN [ROBERT]. SCENERY OF THE RHINE, 
BELGIUM AND HOLLAND. (London, 1826) 12 x 9 1/2".  FIRST 
EDITION. HANDSOME CONTEMPORARY DARK GREEN 
HALF MOROCCO over moss green straight-grain buckram, wide 
raised bands decorated with plain and decorative gilt rules, SPINE 
LAVISHLY GILT in compartments with leafy volute cornerpieces 
and a large and intricate central ornament. WITH 62 EXCELLENT 
ENGRAVED SCENIC PLATES PRINTED ON CHINA PAPER and 
mounted, the engravings after drawings by Batty and featuring city 
views, river vistas, and ruins.  $950
 
Quite a fine copy, in a very appealing decorative binding, of one of 
Batty's popular scenic works, illustrating with his usual charm, skill, and 
precision scenes from the Rhineland and the Netherlands with an almost 
photographic impression of veracity.    (ST11481)

10. BERENGER, LT. COL. [CHARLES RANDOM] DE. HELPS 
AND HINTS HOW TO PROTECT LIFE AND PROPERTY: WITH 
INSTRUCTIONS IN RIFLE AND PISTOL SHOOTING, &C. 
(London, 1835)   FIRST EDITION. Publisher's dark green pebble-
grained cloth. With title page vignette and 18 woodcuts in the text 
(four of them by George Cruikshank and signed with his initials) 
demonstrating methods of self defense, eight full-page etched 
plates,  four by George Cruikshank and three by his brother 
Robert, and two folding etched scenes, all of sporting life.  $650
 
A gentleman's guide to self defense and a very well-preserved reminder 
that the past was not so peaceful and idyllic as we might like to imagine, 
with vivid depictions of the dangers one faced at home and abroad by one 
of the great illustrators of the day.    (ST12036)

11. BEWICK, THOMAS. HISTORY OF BRITISH BIRDS. 
(Newcastle, 1804 [but 1814-16]; 1804)  Two volumes. Fifth Edition 
of volume I ("Land Birds"), variant B (with vignette of a ploughman 
and milkmaid added to page 296); FIRST EDITION of volume II 
("Water Birds"), first state of woodcuts. Very pleasing contemporary 
diced calf. With 218 fine woodcut figures as well as 227 charming 
vignettes by Thomas Bewick.  $1,600
 
Skillful and appealing woodcuts by Bewick illustrating a total of 284 
birds, with vignettes and tailpieces frequently possessing great charm, 
more especially when viewed within the spacious margins of our Large 
Paper Copy.    (ST12470)

12. (BINDINGS).  (BRITISH POETS).  A SELECTION OF 
VOLUMES FROM "THE CROWN EDITION OF BRITISH 
POETS." (London, ca. 1890)  14 works in 24 volumes (from a 
complete run of 33 works in 77 volumes). No. 5 OF 25 COPIES 
in each case. VERY FINE ORIGINAL OLIVE GREEN LEVANT 
MOROCCO, covers each with a graceful frame of leafy branches 

bearing a dozen inlaid red and white roses, raised bands, spines 
gilt and inlaid, CRIMSON MOROCCO DOUBLURES enclosed 
by a gilt floral frame and with an inlaid purple morocco crown 
at center, crimson watered silk endleaves, top edges gilt, MOST 
VOLUMES UNOPENED OR LARGELY SO. Each volume in a 
felt-lined black morocco slipcase. EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED with 
72 hand-colored engravings and 23 ORIGINAL WATERCOLORS 
signed by N. Brignot, all with tissue guards. Limitations page with 
the engraved bookplate of Hannah M. Standish.  $7,500
 
A highly attractive group of poetry volumes by Butler, Cowper, Dryden, 
Herrick, and others with a very restricted press run, inserted material 
(including more than 20 original watercolors), and a distinguished 
provenance.    (ST12154)

13. (BINDINGS - DOVES BINDERY). THE BOOK OF GEMS.  THE 
POETS AND ARTISTS OF GREAT BRITAIN. (London and Paris, 
1844)  Two volumes.  VERY PRETTY CRIMSON MOROCCO, 
HANDSOMELY GILT, BY THE DOVES BINDERY, covers with 
line and dot frames, the corners adorned with heart-shaped leaves 
(Doves tool E6), a poppy seed pod (3j), oak leaves, a solid heart, and 
gouge work; raised bands, spine compartments with line and dot 
frames, central poppy seed pod with leaves above and below, all 
edges gilt with two rows of gauffered dots (expert repairs to a tiny 
portion of the top of spine and three small areas of the front joint 
of second volume). With 104 engraved vignettes and four pages 
of poets' facsimile signatures at the end of each volume. Front 
pastedown with the wood-engraved bookplate of Charles Walker 
Andrews; front free endpaper with typed copy of a letter from 
Andrews to the Doves Bindery, about these bindings (which he 
commissioned) and Cobden-Sanderson's handwritten and signed 
reply.  $3,500
 
Beautifully bound volumes of important British poetry, enhanced by the 
laid-in letters exchanged by the man who commissioned the bindings and 
Doves founder T. J. Cobden-Sanderson.    (ST12859a)

14. (BINDINGS - DOVES BINDERY). THE BOOK OF GEMS.  THE 
MODERN POETS AND ARTISTS OF GREAT BRITAIN. (London, 
1845) VERY PRETTY CRIMSON MOROCCO, HANDSOMELY 
GILT, BY THE DOVES BINDERY, covers with line and dot frames, 
the corners adorned with heart-shaped leaves (Doves tool E6), a 
poppy seed pod (3j), oak leaves, a solid heart, and gouge work; 
raised bands, spine compartments with line and dot frames, 
central poppy seed pod with leaves above and below, all edges gilt 
with two rows of gauffered dots (upper cover with small repair 
at fore edge to fill in a gouge). With 43 engraved vignetttes, most 
depicting the subject of a poem, and 40 facsimile signatures of the 
poets on four pages following the text.  $1,900
 
A uniformly bound companion to the previous volume, with works 
of "modern" British poets, ranging from the immortal Wordsworth, 
Tennyson, Byron, and Shelley to the now-obscure Hogg, Tighe, and 
Croly.    (ST12859b)

15. (BINDINGS - EDWARDS OF HALIFAX STYLE).  CAMPBELL, 
THOMAS. THE PLEASURES OF HOPE. (Glasgow, 1800) VERY 
ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORANEOUS ETRUSCAN-STYLE CALF 
featuring blind, gilt, and acid-treated decorations, very possibly by 
Edwards of Halifax, covers with gilt Greek key border, palmette 
frame, and central panel containing a lyre from which thickening 
radiations emanate, smooth spine divided into panels by multiple 
gilt rules, each panel with blind-stamped lyre centerpiece enclosed 

by gilt flourishes. With four engraved plates of scenes from the 
poem.  $1,100
 
A pleasing Etruscan calf binding in the manner of Edwards of Halifax, 
who pioneered the technique of forming designs by acid-staining, here 
covering a popular collection of poetry originally published in 1799.    
(ST12133)

16. (BINDINGS).  EWALD, HERMAN FREDERIK. THE STORY 
OF WALDEMAR KRONE'S YOUTH. (Edinburgh, 1867)  Two 
volumes. FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. ATTRACTIVE ARTS AND 
CRAFTS-STYLE DARK GREEN MOROCCO, ELABORATELY 
GILT, each cover with 40 gilt lotus flowers (in five vertical rows 
of eight), the flowers all flanked by a gilt dot in each of the four 
corners, raised bands, spine panels with similar floral decoration.   
$750
 
The first work published by Danish writer Herman Frederik Ewald 
(1821-1908), a bildungsroman about a rather vain young poet, Waldemar 
Krone, his rejection of the good provincial girl who loves him, and his 
ill-fated infatuation with a flighty countess, in a binding that appears to 
have been executed by an amateur who could well have been a pupil of 
Douglas Cockerell, as a pencilled note on the front flyleaf of volume I 
asserts.    (ST12149)

17. (BINDINGS).  HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL. THE MARBLE 
FAUN: OR, THE ROMANCE OF MONTE BENI. (Boston and New 
York, 1890)  Two volumes.  QUITE PRETTY CONTEMPORARY 
SKY BLUE CRUSHED MOROCCO, LAVISHLY GILT, covers with 
multiple plain and decorative rules enclosing a central panel semé 
with gilt daisies, raised bands, spine compartments densely gilt 
with central daisy enclosed by small tools and filigree cornerpieces. 
With 51 photogravure plates, including a portrait of Hawthorne 
and representations of Italian art and architecture.  $950
 
A handsomely bound illustrated edition of Hawthorne's last completed 
novel, the principal fictive product of the author's European residence 
from 1853-60, and probably the most brooding, Romantic, and distinctive 
major work in the author's canon.    (ST12911)

18. (BINDINGS - HERING).  CORY, ALEXANDER TURNER. 
THE HIEROGLYPHICS OF HORAPOLLO NILOUS. (London, 
1840) VERY ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY OLIVE GREEN 
MOROCCO, ELABORATELY GILT, BY HERING, covers with 
delicate gilt frame of drawer handle, floral sprig, and star tools, 
raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with similar tooling. With 
frontispiece, numerous representations of hieroglyphics in the 
text, and three plates. Half title with pencilled PRESENTATION 
INSCRIPTION FROM THE AUTHOR TO THE ILLUSTRATOR OF 
THE WORK: "Joseph Bonomi Esq. / from his friend / A. T. Cory"; 
front pastedown with the engraved bookplate of Samuel Ashton 
Thompson-Yates.  $1,500
 
A desirable association copy of an influential work on Egyptian 
hieroglyphics, in a binding by one of the most important English 
workshops of the first half of the 19th century.    (ST12787e)

19. (BINDINGS - INDIAN).  TAGORE, SOURINDRO MOHUN. 
HINDU LOYALTY: A PRESENTATION OF THE VIEWS AND 
OPINIONS OF THE SANSKRIT AUTHORITIES ON THE SUBJECT 
OF LOYALTY. [IN CONNECTION WITH THE MOVEMENT OF 
THE "NATIONAL ANTHEM FOR INDIA"]. (Calcutta, 1883)   FIRST 
EDITION. PUBLISHER'S ORIGINAL CALCUTTA BINDING OF 

DARK GREEN PEBBLED MOROCCO,  RICHLY GILT, front cover 
with a densely gilt frame enclosing a gilt-rolled panel with central 
vignette of Shiva (the rear cover with an arabesque at center, but 
otherwise identical), gilt-rolled raised bands, spine compartments 
heavily gilt with stippling and vegetal forms.   $1,250
 
An engaging Calcutta binding--something infrequently seen in the West-
-here covering a fine copy of Tagore's essay that supports the adoption 
of the British national anthem, “God Save the Queen,” as the national 
anthem of India.    (ST12738)

20. (BINDINGS – MARIUS MICHEL).  MULLER, EUGÈNE. LA 
MIONETTE. (Paris, 1885)   No. 12 OF 150 LARGE PAPER COPIES 
(and 850 regular copies). LOVELY DARK GREEN CRUSHED 
MOROCCO, GILT AND INLAID, BY MARIUS MICHEL, covers 
with central floral wreath bearing red and white morocco roses, 
leafy rose branch at corners with red or white blossom, tiny gilt 
bees whimsically buzzing around the flowers (one on upper cover, 
three on lower), raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with 
central rose sprig bearing a red or white bloom. Original pink 
printed wrappers bound in. Housed in a marbled paper slipcase. 
With a total of 84 illustrations by Oreste Cortazzo (two large and 
26 smaller vignettes, each in three states: eau fort pure, before 
letters, and complete, the third state of the smaller vignettes always 
printed in the text, the rest on pages that are otherwise blank); and 
with an additional state of the wrapper portrait printed on China 
paper.  $850
 
A charming moral fable of a pure-hearted girl who brings her unsavory 
family back to the path of the righteous, in a binding as beautiful as the 
heroine.    (ST12453b)

21. (BINDINGS - MUDIE).  HAVERGAL, FRANCES RIDLEY. LIFE 
MOSAIC. (London, 1879)    ANIMATED CONTEMPORARY LIGHT 
BROWN MOSAIC AND INTRICATELY GILT MOROCCO DONE 
IN AN UNUSUAL STYLE BY MUDIE, covers with rows of flattened 
interlocking gilt circles punctuated by fleurons at intersections, the 
compartments formed by these circles containing either brown 
morocco with a small inlaid green morocco dot or else with inlaid 
red morocco enclosing a gilt lozenge. In a later velvet-lined folding 
cloth box. With three illustrated section titles, frequent floral 
wood-engraved decorations, and 12 chromolithographed plates 
(heightened with gum arabic) by the Baroness Helga von Cramm; 
original tissue guards.  $5,500
 
A collection of poems by a noted evangelical hymnist in a very attractive 
mosaic binding and a rare specimen from the studio of Christopher and 
Peter Mudie, noteworthy for its somewhat unusual circular design.    
(ST12370x)

22. (BINDINGS - PICTORIAL).  RACKHAM, ARTHUR, 
Illustrator.  GOLDSMITH, OLIVER. THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. 
(London, Bombay, Sydney, [1929]) 10 1/8 x 7 3/4". First Trade 
Edition. APPEALING PUBLISHER'S SPECIAL GRAY PERSIAN 
MOROCCO, UPPER COVER WITH MULTI-COLOR PICTORIAL 
MOROCCO INLAYS reproducing the illustration "An Epitaph 
for my Wife." With 35 illustrations by Rackham comprised of 12 
COLOR PLATES, an additional five full-page black and white 
line drawings, one title vignette in red, and 17 black and white 
drawings in the text.  $1,000
 
One of the uncommon copies of the Rackham-illustrated "Vicar”  in the 
publisher's special binding, which was issued simultaneously with the 



limited edition of 775 copies bound in vellum and the trade edition in 
cloth.    (ST12622)

23. (BINDINGS – RELIEVO).  WESTALL, WILLIAM, Illustrator. 
MOULE, THOMAS. GREAT BRITAIN ILLUSTRATED. (London, 
1830) 10 3/4 x 8 1/2".  First Edition in Book Form. STRIKING 
CONTEMPORARY EMBOSSED "RELIEVO" BURGUNDY 
MOROCCO BY REMNANT & EDMONDS, covers densely 
patterned with three very complex foliate frames around a central 
medallion featuring the muses Erato, Calliope, and Euterpe, flat 
spine with gilt titling at the head and an elaborate embossed 
pattern below. Extra engraved title page with vignette and 118 
ENGRAVED VIEWS on 59 plates by William Westall (as called 
for). Original tissue guards.  $1,000

Very pleasing views capturing the essence of England, Scotland, and 
Wales--city scenes and peaceful landscapes, important buildings, 
tranquil valleys, and rocky tors--in a clever binding that gives the effect 
of intricately carved wood.    (ST12138)

24. (BINDINGS - RITTER).  LONGUS. DAPHNIS AND CHLOE, 
A PASTORAL ROMANCE. (London, [ca. 1890]) ELEGANT 
CONTEMPORARY CERULEAN BLUE CRUSHED MOROCCO, 
GILT, BY M. RITTER, covers with complex lobed frame composed 
of plain and dotted gilt rules and curving olive branches accented 
with small floral tools, tiny birds, and bow-and-quiver ornaments; 
raised bands, spine compartments with the same bow-and-
arrows tool as centerpiece, SCARLET MOROCCO DOUBLURES 
adorned with a field of 11 horizontal rows of four or five pairs 
of  kissing gilt turtle-doves. In a blue morocco-backed chemise 
and slipcase. WITH 82 DISTINCTIVE ENGRAVINGS, comprised 
of five decorated section titles, nine plates (as called for), one of 
these plates with three extra states, eight with two extra states, 
and 25 EXTRA ILLUSTRATIONS, seven of these after Charles 
Eisen.  $3,750
 
A handsomely bound edition of Longus' classic pastoral romance 
enhanced by engravings from two important editions of "Daphnis," 
along with seven additional engravings by Rococo master Charles 
Eisen.    (ST12220)

25. A BOOK OF HOURS PRINTED ON VELLUM IN LATIN 
AND FRENCH. USE OF ROME. (Paris, [colophon dated] 1505 
[calendar covering the years 1497-1520]) Attractive 18th century 
Italian green morocco, covers gilt with border of drawer handle 
tools and plain and dogtooth rolls, central panel with ornate 
cornerpieces of delicately tooled oval medallions framed by 
curving floral sprays, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments 
featuring beaded borders and central pantera with floral 
sidepieces, and three red morocco labels. In a (lightly worn) 
marbled paper slipcase. Title page with Kerver's first unicorn 
device (Renouard 499), and COPIOUSLY ILLUSTRATED, each 
page with engraved criblé border, these variously decorated with 
animals, grotesques, and rustic figures, or with scenes from the 
life of Christ with Old Testament parallels (138 subjects, besides 
repeats), a Creation cycle, and an Apocalypse set (17 subjects), 
the Calendar borders with cuts of the astrological sign and 
labor of the month, 33 small cuts of saints in the text, and 19 
ELABORATELY DETAILED FULL-PAGE MINIATURES, six of 
them used here for the first time. With four 18th century vellum 
leaves bound in at the end, three with beautifully calligraphed 
prayers in Italian and Latin, embellished with five delicately 
drawn decorative initials.  $22,500

A complete and well-preserved copy with excellent margins of an early 
16th century printed Book of Hours, issued by a major Parisian publisher 
specializing in this kind of prayer book, our copy apparently once owned 
by an 18th century Italian suffering from kidney stones, as suggested by 
the nature of the prayers in the added leaves at the back of the volume.    
(ST12700)

26. BUONANNI, FILIPPO. ORDINUM EQUESTRIUM ET 
MILITARIUM CATALOGUS. (Romæ, 1711) FIRST EDITION. 
Excellent contemporary sprinkled calf. WITH A TOTAL OF 167 
FULL-PAGE ENGRAVED PLATES: a frontispiece showing Victory 
perched above military accoutrements, 143 plates depicting 
members of various knightly orders in a variety of costumes (each 
plate facing a text leaf of explication in Latin and Italian), and 23 
plates showing the insignia of the orders (usually with several 
figures on each of these 23 plates). Bookplate of the Macclesfield 
library on front pastedown, first three leaves with small matching 
embossed armorial Macclesfield stamp.  $4,500
 
The fine Macclesfield copy of a wonderful source for the costumes of the 
early 18th century, with 167 full-page costume plates depicting knightly, 
military, social, and charitable orders; the text and plates unusually clean 
and fresh.    (ST11283)

27. BYRON, GEORGE GORDON NOËL, LORD. WORKS.  (London, 
1817) Five volumes. VERY ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY 
DARK BLUE STRAIGHT-GRAIN MOROCCO, DECORATED IN 
GILT AND BLIND, covers with thick and thin gilt rule border, 
blind-tooled palmette frame and large blindstamped arabesque 
centerpiece, raised bands, spine panels with gilt lyre on top of 
crossed trumpets. With 11 engraved plates illustrating scenes from 
the poems.  $2,500
 
A finely bound and apparently unread first collected edition of Byron's 
works, published just ten years after his first volume of poetry was 
printed.    (ST12339)

28. CRAIG, EDWARD GORDON, Illustrator.  (BASILISK 
PRESS).  DEFOE, DANIEL. THE LIFE & STRANGE SURPRISING 
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE OF YORK. (London, 
1979) 13 x 9 3/4".  No. 6 OF 25 SPECIALLY BOUND COPIES 
WITH 10 ORIGINAL PRINTS (of a total edition of 515). Publisher's 
original dark blue morocco by Tony Miles of London, upper board 
with gilt vignette reproducing Craig's woodcut portrait of Crusoe. 
With more than 80 small wood engravings in the text by Edward 
Gordon Craig, including 15 in the introduction, and WITH 10 
ORIGINAL PRINTS, SIX OF THEM SIGNED with initials and 
dated, these bound in at the rear in windowed French fold leaves.  
$5,000
 
An exceptional copy of an extremely pleasing edition of one of the most 
widely published books in history, issued by one of the foremost private 
presses of the last quarter of the 20th century.    (ST12812)

29. (DANCE OF DEATH).  HOLBEIN, HANS. LE TRIOMPHE DE 
LA MORT. (Paris, 1780 [but mid-19th century]) 5 3/4 x 4 1/2".   Very 
pleasing 19th century maroon crushed morocco, by Capé Masson-
Debonnelle, covers with central gilt skull and with crossbone 
cornerpieces, raised bands, spine panels alternating gilt skull and 
crossbones, densely gilt turn-ins. In a fine black quarter-morocco 
folding box. WITH 47 COPPER ENGRAVINGS BY CHRISTIAN 
VON MECHEL, 46 of these after the original designs of Holbein, 
one (a double-page plate) added by Mechel.  $4,500

An attractive mid-19th century reprint of a beautifully engraved 18th 
century edition of Holbein's famous "Dance of Death."    (ST12537)

30. DULAC, EDMUND, Illustrator.  ROSENTHAL, LÉONARD. 
THE KINGDOM OF THE PEARL. (New York, [ca. 1920]) 11 3/4 
x 9 1/2".  First American Trade Edition. No. 12 OF 675 COPIES 
printed for the United States. Publisher's ivory-colored cloth over 
gray patterned boards in the rare original dust jacket. Housed in a 
sturdy slipcase. CONTAINING 20 COLOR PLATES BY DULAC, 
with original descriptive tissue guards.  $1,000
 
A desirable copy--in the rarely seen dust jacket--of a survey of pearls 
in history, culture, and legend, offered in an edition the contemporary 
literary critic of the "London Times" described as "fantastically Persian" 
and showing Dulac "at his best."    (ST12683-249)

31. EPICTETUS. [THE DISCOURSES IN ENGLISH]. (London, 
1897)  Two volumes. First Printing of this Edition. PLEASING 
CONTEMPORARY OLIVE GREEN CRUSHED MOROCCO, 
GILT, BY JOSEPH BRETAULT,  upper cover of both volumes 
with elaborate heraldic centerpiece containing the motto "Marte 
Et Arte" bannered beneath a Scottish lion rampant at top, and 
"Ard Choille" bannered below a crowned lion's head at bottom 
(the centerpiece also featuring a bee to the right, leeks at center, 
a flowered thistle to the left, and, at center, an opened book with 
"ET" on the left page and "AM" on the right); smooth spines with 
elongated panels formed by concentric fillets. A Large Paper 
Copy.  $1,200
 
A pleasing copy, with very ample margins, of an attractively produced 
English language edition of the discourses of Epictetus (55-135 A.D.), 
the text of which is known to us only through lecture transcriptions 
made by one of the philosopher's students.    (ST12612)

32. FIELDING, HENRY. THE HISTORY OF TOM JONES, A 
FOUNDLING. (London, 1749)  Six volumes. FIRST EDITION, 
First State, following all points noted by Cross and Rothschild. 
FINE LATE 19TH CENTURY MOTTLED CALF IN THE STYLE OF 
THE PERIOD BY RIVIERE AND SON, covers with double fillet 
borders and rosette corners, raised bands with dotted ruling, spine 
compartments with palmettes within lobed panels at top and 
bottom, curled tool cornerpieces, and other small ornaments; the 
volumes housed in a fleece-lined brown cloth slipcase.   $10,000
 
A fine copy of the first edition, first issue of Fielding's 18th century 
brilliant and innovative narrative relying in a new way upon 
contemporary facts of human nature, our copy in tasteful sympathetic 
bindings.    (ST12780b)

33. (FORE-EDGE PAINTINGS). A VERY ATTRACTIVE GROUP 
OF CAREFULLY SELECTED FORE-EDGE SPECIMENS, EACH 
WITH A FINELY PAINTED SCENE (OR, IN SOME CASES, 
WITH MORE THAN ONE PAINTING). ( Most late 18th to mid-
19th century.)    Mostly decorative contemporary morocco.  Prices 
starting at about $800.
 
An especially pleasing group of high quality paintings, including the 
longest fore-edge painting we have ever offered for sale, on a text block 
nearly 17 inches tall.    

34. GERSON, JOHANNES. DE EFFICACIA ORATIONIS;  DE 
TENTATIONIBUS DIABOLI; DE EXERCITIIS DISCRETIS 
DEVOTORUM SIMPLICIUM. ([Cologne, ca. 1467-72]) FIRST 

PRINTINGS of all three tracts. Pleasing 18th century polished calf.   
$15,000
 
A remarkably attractive early incunable from the press of Ulrich Zell, 
the first printer in Cologne, containing three religious tracts--among the 
earliest editions issued in that city and a book seldom seen on the market.    
(ST12313)

35. (GOLDEN COCKEREL PRESS).  CHAUCER, GEOFFREY. 
THE CANTERBURY TALES. (Waltham St. Lawrence, 1929-31) 12 
1/2 x 7 3/4". Four volumes. No. 343 OF 485 COPIES on paper. 
Original morocco-backed patterned paper boards by Sangorski 
& Sutcliffe. In a cloth slipcase. Red and blue initials, and 
VERY PLEASING WOOD-ENGRAVED BORDERS (frequently 
inhabited) BY ERIC GILL on every page except in the last part of 
volume IV.  $8,500
 
One of the three greatest Golden Cockerel Press books, its production 
"regarded as a literary event, and . . . well reported in the press." (Cave 
& Manson)    (ST12683-051b)

36. [GOLDSMITH, OLIVER]. THE CITIZEN OF THE WORLD; 
OR LETTERS FROM A CHINESE PHILOSOPHER, RESIDING 
IN LONDON, TO HIS FRIENDS IN THE EAST. (London, 1762)  
Two volumes. First Collected Edition (the state of the text with 
"v" for "vii" in the Preface). HANDSOME MOTTLED CALF BY 
RIVIERE & SONS, covers bordered with triple gilt fillets and 
roundel cornerpieces, raised bands, spines attractively gilt in 
compartments featuring broad foliate cornerpieces and an oval 
sunburst centerpiece in a double-ruled frame with notched 
corners, maroon and black morocco labels.   $900
 
The finely bound Isham copy of Goldsmith's first important work, a 
series of 123 letters purportedly from a bemused Chinese sage visiting 
England.    (ST10533)

37. (GRABHORN PRESS).  MANDEVILLE, SIR JOHN. THE 
VOIAGE AND TRAVAILE OF SIR JOHN MAUNDEVILE, KT. 
(New York, 1928) 14 1/2 x 9 5/8".  No. 104 OF 150 COPIES. 
Publisher's Philippine mahogany boards backed with brown 
Niger morocco by William Wheeler, "TKD" embossed in blind on 
the portion of the spine leather extending onto the front board. 
Paragraph marks in red or blue, 32 woodcuts in the text, and 34 
large hand-illuminated initials in red, blue, and gold by Valenti 
Angelo.  $2,500
 
One of the finest productions of the Grabhorn Press: an attractively 
bound, printed, and illuminated edition of a famous Medieval travel 
book, recognized in 1928 as one of the 50 Books of the Year by the 
AIGA design association.    (ST12683-306)

38. HARDY, THOMAS. UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE. 
(London, 1872)  Two volumes. FIRST EDITION. ONE OF 
PRESUMABLY 500 COPIES (according to Purdy). FINE 
MAROON CRUSHED MOROCCO BY ZAEHNSDORF, spines 
gilt in compartments with vase and garland centerpiece.   $5,000
 
A handsomely bound copy of Hardy's rare second novel and the first of 
his Wessex stories--a gentle and optimistic tale compared to his darker 
later works.    (ST12957)

39. HEWITT, GRAILY. LETTERING FOR STUDENTS AND 
CRAFTSMEN. (London, 1930) 10 3/8 x 7 7/8".  No. 324 OF 370 



COPIES for sale, SIGNED by the author. Publisher's original 
white buckram, first third of the leaves UNOPENED. With 383 
figures, including tipped-in plates, and two plates with alphabets 
of Roman capitals by the author.  $1,000
 
An essential reference and tutorial for anyone interested in lettering, 
and a very attractive copy with generous margins of William Graily 
Hewitt's key volume.    (ST12683-088)

40. IRVING, WASHINGTON.  (BINDINGS - ZAEHNSDORF). 
THE ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN BONNEVILLE. (New York 
and London, 1895) 10 x 7 1/2". Two volumes. No. 3 of 100 COPIES 
of the Colorado Edition. HANDSOME SCARLET CRUSHED 
MOROCCO BY ZAEHNSDORF, spines gilt in double-ruled 
compartments with anthemion centerpiece in gilt and inlaid black 
morocco. With a folding map of Captain Bonneville's travels, and 
28 plates printed on Japon, as called for, all with captioned tissue 
guards.  $1,250
 
An excellent edition, in immaculate condition, of Irving's account of the 
explorations of Captain Benjamin Bonneville in the American West, 
offered here in an elegant binding.    (ST12956)

41. JONES, DAVID. THE CHESTER PLAY OF THE DELUGE. 
(London, 1977) 13 1/8 x 10 3/8". Two volumes (including 
portfolio). No. XXXII OF 80 COPIES on handmade paper. 
Publisher's russet morocco-backed marbled boards, morocco 
title label on upper cover. In a cloth slipcase along with the 
matching cloth chemise containing the additional suite of plates. 
WITH 10 WOOD ENGRAVINGS BY DAVID JONES, AND WITH 
AN ADDITIONAL SUITE OF THE PLATES ON JAPON, the 
engravings printed from the original wood blocks on an Albion 
hand press by Ian Mortimer at I. M. Imprimit.  $1,900
 
One of the major illustrated works--not to mention a delightful version 
of a central biblical narrative--by artist, modernist poet, and wood 
engraver David Jones (1895-1974).    (ST12683-279)

42. (KELMSCOTT PRESS).  MORRIS, WILLIAM,  Translator. 
THE TALE OF THE EMPEROR COUSTANS AND OF OVER SEA. 
(Hammersmith, 1894) 5 3/4 x 4 1/4".  ONE OF 525 COPIES on 
paper. Original holland-backed blue-gray paper boards. Borders 
of twining leaves and grape clusters around each of the two full-
page woodcuts as well as on first page of text of both stories, 
woodcut foliated three-line initials, rubrics on every page.  $1,750
 
A particularly charming little Kelmscott anthology of two Medieval 
French romances translated by Morris into his special brand of archaic-
sounding English.    (ST12814)

43. (MEDICINE – HOME REMEDIES). A CLOSET FOR LADIES 
AND GENTLEWOMEN. OR, THE ART OF PRESERVING, 
CONSERVING, AND CANDYING . . . ALSO DIVERS 
SOVERAIGNE MEDICINES AND SALVES FOR SUNDRY 
DISEASES. (London, 1611) 4 3/4 x 2 7/8". Two parts in one 
volume.  Contemporary limp vellum, flat spine with ink writing 
("Dolightes ad ---"), four small holes for ties, now lacking. In a 
modern half calf clamshell box by the Abrams Bindery. Inside 
front cover inscribed in ink, "Mary Squire / her booke"; foot of p. 
29 inscribed "Mary Squire / Her Booke / 12."  $12,500
 
An excellent contemporary copy of a rare and sought-after book 
combining cookery and much home medicine.    (ST12800)

44. (MINIATURE BOOK).  MARKHAM, GERVASE. THE YOUNG 
SPORTSMAN'S INSTRUCTOR. (London, 1820) 3 1/4 x 2 1/4".   
EXQUISITE CONTEMPORARY DARK GREEN MOROCCO, 
ELABORATELY GILT, BY THOMAS GOSDEN, covers intricately 
gilt in a Grolieresque design of thick and thin fillets, interlinking 
strapwork, leafy flourishes, and acorn tools, all of these forming 
a frame enclosing a central oval with a gilt hunting horn, flat 
spine tooled with gilt vine forming eight rounded compartments, 
six with sporting equipment or an animal at center, one with the 
initials "G M," and one with the date "1820." In an excellent later 
custom-made green morocco-backed clamshell box by Aquarius of 
London. With woodcut frontispiece showing an angler.  $4,500
 
An immensely delightful miniature book, in wonderful condition, giving 
practical advice on angling and field sports in a beautifully decorated 
apposite binding by the London bookseller, bookbinder, and sportsman 
Thomas Gosden (1780-1843).    (ST12456)

45. MITCHELL, MARGARET. GONE WITH THE WIND. (New 
York, 1936)   FIRST EDITION, First Issue. Front flyleaf SIGNED BY 
THE AUTHOR. Very pleasing gray crushed morocco by Sangorski 
& Sutcliffe.   $5,000
 
A finely bound signed copy of the highly desirable first issue of Mitchell's 
epic Civil War romance.    (ST11741d)

46. (MOSHER PRESS).  (BINDINGS).  DOWSON, ERNEST. 
CYNARA: A LITTLE BOOK OF VERSE. (Portland, Maine, 1916)   
Third Edition. ONE OF 950 COPIES. Attractive contemporary 
dark brown morocco by "G A Z" (stamp-signed in gilt on front 
turn-in), covers diapered with a plain rule, each diamond-shaped 
compartment with a central fleur-de-lys and gilt dots at the corners, 
raised bands, spine panels with small floral sprig in gilt and onlaid 
red morocco.   $650
 
A pleasing private press edition of the most famous poem of the English 
Decadents, offered here in a fetching contemporary binding.    (ST11970)

47. (NASH, JOHN HENRY).  DANTE ALIGHIERI. THE COMEDY 
OF DANTE ALIGHIERI OF FLORENCE COMMONLY CALLED 
THE DIVINE COMEDY. [with] ANDERSON, MELVILLE BEST.  
THE FLORENCE OF DANTE ALIGHIERI. (San Francisco, 1929) 
14 x 9 1/4". Four volumes. No. 128 OF 250 COPIES. Publisher's 
full vellum. Housed in publisher's(?) ivory cloth slipcases.   $1,500
 
A very pleasing copy of the finest American edition of Dante, the 
magnum opus of printer and typographer John Henry Nash, issued along 
with a companion piece by translator and Dante scholar Melville Best 
Anderson.    (ST12683-025)

48. NIN, ANAÏS. D. H. LAWRENCE.  AN UNPROFESSIONAL 
STUDY. (Paris, 1932)   FIRST EDITION. No. 425 OF 550 COPIES. 
Publisher's black buckram in the original green dust jacket. With 
two facsimile manuscript pages from "Lady Chatterley's Lover."  
$600
 
First edition of an early work by Anaïs Nin, looking at the life and work 
of D. H. Lawrence.    (ST11728)

49. NORIE, JOHN WILLIAM. A COMPLETE EPITOME OF 
PRACTICAL NAVIGATION, CONTAINING ALL NECESSARY 
INSTRUCTION FOR KEEPING A SHIP'S RECKONING AT SEA 
. . . TO WHICH IS ADDED A CORRECT AND EXTENSIVE SET 

OF TABLES. (London, 1856)  Very plain contemporary sprinkled 
sheep. With nine engraved plates depicting nautical charts and 
instruments of navigation.  $750
 
A remarkably fine copy of the standard navigation guide for the 19th 
century, in its original simple sheepskin binding.    (ST12135)

50. O'NEILL, EUGENE. A COLLECTION OF THREE LIMITED 
EDITIONS: THE EMPEROR JONES. [and] THE HAIRY APE. [and] 
STRANGE INTERLUDE. (New York, 1928, 1929) 10 1/2 x 7 3/4". 
Three separately published works in three volumes. Each work 
ONE OF 775 COPIES SIGNED BY O'NEILL; FIRST EDITION of 
"Strange Interlude." First two works in publisher's patterned cloth 
backed with black buckram, both with pictorial dust jacket and 
in publisher's slipcase with paper label; "Strange Interlude" in 
publisher's stiff vellum over bevelled boards, with original tissue 
dust jacket and original paper slipcase. First two works with 17 
illustrations (eight in "Emperor Jones," nine in "Hairy Ape") by 
Alexander King, as called for.  $1,250
 
A pleasing group of signed limited edition copies of three ground-
breaking plays by the only American playwright to win the Nobel Prize 
for literature.    (ST12731a)

51. (POCHOIR).  SÉGUY, E. A. FLORÉAL.  DESSINS ET COLORIS 
NOUVEAUX. (Paris, [ca. 1925]) 20 1/4 x 15 1/2".  FIRST EDITION. 
Publisher's portfolio of ivory quarter linen over terra cotta boards, 
original ribbon ties. WITH 76 FULL-COLOR DESIGNS IN 
POCHOIR ON 20 PLATES.  $1,900
 
With vividly colored ornamental floral motifs for artists and designers, 
a satisfying copy of one of the influential books of French Art Nouveau.    
(ST12683-170)

52. RACKHAM, ARTHUR, Illustrator. ARTHUR RACKHAM'S 
BOOK OF PICTURES. (London, 1913) 11 1/2 x 9".  No. 511 OF 1,030 
COPIES SIGNED BY RACKHAM. APPEALING BURGUNDY 
MOROCCO BY ZAEHNSDORF FOR E. JOSEPH, upper cover with 
gilt titling and a pelican insignia. A few vignettes in the text, and 44 
COLOR PLATES mounted on brown paper, all with lettered tissue 
guards.  $1,900
 
A delightful collection of color plates showing Rackham's range of artistry, 
from the distinctive fairy-tale drawings for which he is best known, 
through works in the style of the Pre-Raphaelites and the Impressionists.    
(ST12882)

53. SCHMIED, FRANÇOIS-LOUIS, Illustrator. SUETONIUS. LES 
DOUZE CÉSARS. (Paris, 1928) 11 1/2 x 7 7/8".  No. 165 OF 175 
COPIES, SIGNED BY SCHMIED. Dark blue crushed morocco 
by Gonin, royal blue leather doublures and matching moiré silk 
endleaves, original wrappers preserved. With decorative title and 
section titles printed in gold, and 23 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
SCHMIED, comprised of nine vignette tailpieces, and 14 full-page 
plates, including 12 portraits.  $2,800
 
The  very appealing Schmied livre d'artiste version of Suetonius' classic 
biographies of the first 12 Roman emperors, originally written in 121 
A.D.    (ST12683-100)

54. SCOTT, SIR WALTER.  (BINDINGS - MACLEHOSE). 
THE DOOM OF DEVORGOIL, A MELO-DRAMA.  [and]  
AUCHINDRANE; OR THE AYRSHIRE TRAGEDY. (Edinburgh, 

1830) First Separate and Complete Edition. Attractive late 19th 
century dark green armorial morocco by MacLehose of Glasgow, 
covers gilt with the heraldic pelican crest of Thomas Glen Arthur 
of Garrick House, Ayr, flat spine with title at head and author at 
tail and five gilt ornaments in between (comprised of three thistles 
and two heraldic devices). A LARGE PAPER PRESENTATION 
COPY, first preliminary blank with neat ink inscription, "From the 
Author." Front flyleaf with later pencilled inscription, "To my dear 
friend / Frank P. Leffingwell / From / Harry A. Sickles / Christmas 
/ 1917."  $1,000
 
A thoroughly Scottish item: a presentation copy from one of the greatest 
authors Scotland has ever produced, appropriately and attractively 
bound by a Scottish binder and once owned by an important Scottish 
collector.    (ST12615)

55. (SEATTLE).  BEAUX ARTS SOCIETY. HOMES AND 
GARDENS OF THE PACIFIC COAST VOLUME I: SEATTLE. (Beaux 
Arts Village, 1913) 12 1/4 x 9 1/4".  FIRST EDITION. Contemporary 
full brown buckram with a mottled calf veneer, title stamped on 
front cover along with names of the original owners.   $300
 
A showcase of some of the finest homes and buildings of early 20th 
century Seattle.    (ST12655)

56. (SHAKESPEARE HEAD PRESS).  MALORY, SIR THOMAS. 
THE NOBLE & JOYOUS BOKE ENTYTLED LE MORTE 
DARTHUR. (Oxford, 1933) 10 3/8 x 7 1/2". Two volumes. No. 171 
OF 350 COPIES for sale. Publisher's terra cotta half morocco over 
ivory buckram. WITH 22 WOODCUTS reproduced from Wynkyn 
de Worde's folio edition of 1498, all hand colored.  $1,800
 
An attractive hand-colored copy of the Shakespeare Head edition of the 
most famous of the Arthurian tales, reprinted from, and resembling in its 
layout and typeface, the 1498 edition of Wynkyn de Worde.    (ST12683-
093)

57. (STANBROOK ABBEY PRESS). CHRISTMAS LYRICS. 
(Worcester, 1957)   ONE OF 400 COPIES of the second impression. 
Publisher's flexible vellum with green silk ribbons. In the original 
(tape-repaired) cardboard slipcase. With calligraphic initials by 
Margaret Adams, one in burnished gold.  $500
 
An impeccable copy of the initial "fine printing" production of the revival 
of the Stanbrook Abbey Press after the death of its founder, a collection 
of Medieval Christmas hymns with printing done by Benedictine nun 
Dame Hildelith Cumming and calligraphic initials by Margaret Adams.    
(ST12370q)

58. SZYK, ARTHUR, Illustrator.  (POCHOIR).  FLAUBERT, 
GUSTAVE. LA TENTATION DE SAINT ANTOINE. (Paris, 1926)   
No. 196 OF 262 COPIES on Arches paper. Publisher's cream-
colored printed wrapper. WITH 20 MINIATURES BY ARTHUR 
SZYK, COLORED BY JEAN SAUDÉ.  $750
 
Flaubert's dramatic poem recounting the Devil's temptation of 
Saint Anthony the Great illustrated with remarkable pochoir plates 
distinguished by their creator and their colorist.    (ST12683-310)

59. TURRECREMATA, JOHANNIS DE. DE EFFICACIA AQUAE 
BENEDICTAE. (Nuremberg, ca. 1515)    Later (19th century?) light 
green paste paper boards decorated with an all-over pattern of gilt 
scrolling vines, some terminating in grotesques and inhabited by 



rabbits, wolves, and birds. Title page with a fine large (114 x 89 
mm.) woodcut depicting a cleric preparing to bless a crowd with 
holy water in a courtyard outside a church.  $2,900
 
Excellent early printing of a treatise explaining the origin of the 
custom of using Holy Water in church ceremonies and defending its 
healing efficacy to counter sterility and other lamentable conditions.    
(ST11188)

60. (VELLUM PRINTING).  (ESSEX HOUSE PRESS).  MILTON, 
JOHN. COMUS, A MASK. (London, 1901)   No. 14 OF 150 
COPIES ON VELLUM. Original stiff vellum over thin boards, 
front cover with embossed rose design. Rubricated by Florence 
Kingsford throughout, with one two-line and one very large 10-
line gilt initial, illustrated colophon and woodcut frontispiece by 
Reginald Savage, both hand colored.  $1,250
 
A very fine copy of the eighth in the Essex House series "Great Poems 
in the English Language," begun with Shelley's "Adonais" and Keats' 
"The Eve of St Agnes," both issued in 1900, and closing with Browning's 
"Flight of the Duchess" in 1905.    (ST12856)

61. (VELLUM PRINTING).  (ESSEX HOUSE PRESS).  
WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM. ODE ON THE INTIMATIONS 
OF IMMORTALITY FROM RECOLLECTIONS OF EARLY 
CHILDHOOD. (Chipping Campden, 1903) No. 108 OF 150 
COPIES. Original stiff vellum with embossed rose on front 
cover. Hand-colored frontispiece by Walter Crane, hand-colored 
printer's device in colophon, and illuminated initials by "Miss 
Power."  $1,250

The ninth in a series of 14 "Great Poems in the English Language," a 
pleasing luxury edition of the poem considered to be Wordsworth's 
greatest short work.    (ST12985)

62. WHITMAN, WALT. SPECIMEN DAYS & COLLECT. 
(Philadelphia, 1882-83)   FIRST EDITION, Second Issue. Publisher's 
citron cloth titled and decorated in gilt.   $750
 
An extremely well-preserved copy of the first printing of Whitman's 
major prose work, a collection of essays that is the most autobiographical 
of his books.    (ST12861)

63. [WILDE, OSCAR]. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST. 
(London, 1899)   FIRST EDITION. ONE OF 1,000 COPIES. Original 
lavender cloth decorated in gilt, UNOPENED.   $2,500
 
An extremely desirable copy of Wilde's best known work in the original 
lavender cloth binding, notoriously hard to find in such pleasing 
condition.    (ST12931)

64. (WOMEN). WOMEN OF ALL NATIONS. A RECORD OF 
THEIR CHARACTERISTICS, HABITS, MANNERS, CUSTOMS 
AND INFLUENCE. (London, 1908) 11 1/4 x 7 7/8". Two volumes. 
FIRST EDITION. Pleasing burgundy half morocco. With 26 color 
plates, 54 full-page black and white photographs, and hundreds of 
other black and white photographs in the text.  $450
 
Like new two volume set reporting the customs, manners, and dress of 
women from all the worlds' nations, a delightful survey that captures the 
anthropological spirit of the early 20th century.    (ST11462a-108)


